Safety Managers monitor workers' exposures to potentially harmful substances or events.

IndustrySafe's Industrial Hygiene Module allows users to track and analyze industrial hygiene activities including qualitative exposure assessments, area sampling, and personal monitoring.

With the Industrial Hygiene Module, you can easily record various types of exposure limits for agents, including time weighted average, short term exposure limit and ceiling limits. Users can also track limits for multiple agencies, including OSHA, NIOSH, and ACGIH.

Benefits for the Entire Organization

**Executives**
Provides a comprehensive view of industrial hygiene activity across your organization.

**Safety Managers**
Monitor workers' exposures to potentially harmful substances or events.

**Supervisors and Employees**
Generate notification letters to alert supervisors and employees of applicable sampling activities.
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**Track Agent Data**
Build a comprehensive database with agent limits from multiple sources (NIOSH, OSHA, etc.).

**Reports and Analysis**
Create reports to analyze test results, trend by similar exposure groups, and much more.

**Add Exposure Groups**
Create exposure groups to monitor groups of workers’ exposures to potentially harmful substances or events.

**Notifications**
Generate and print notification letters to alert employees of test results and applicable sampling activities.

OUR TEAM
IndustrySafe Safety Management Software is developed by TRA, Inc., a Philadelphia based company founded in 1990. Our clients are global leaders in manufacturing, transport, construction & engineering, energy, and government.

TRA’s mission is to provide the most user friendly and cost effective environmental, health and safety software for its clients. Please visit us at www.industrysafe.com.
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